Abstract-This work proposes a new repetitive controller for discrete-time finite-frequency positive-real systems which are required to track periodic references or to attenuate periodic disturbances. The main characteristic of the proposed controller is its passivity. This fact implies closed-loop stable behavior when it is used with discrete-time passive plants, but additional conditions must be fulfilled when it is used with a discretetime finite-frequency positive-real plant. These conditions are analyzed and a design procedure is proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of repetitive control has been largely used in different control areas such as CD and disk arm actuators [1] , electronic rectifiers [17] , pulse-width modulated (PWM) inverters [16] , [15] , and current harmonics active filters [2] .
It is known that the repetitive controller causes a great increase in the order of the system and, then, the closedloop stability is difficult to analyze using algebraic methods. Normally, the stability study of these systems is based on splitting the closed-loop system in three series-connected subsystems which are required to be stable. For two of them, checking the stability is a trivial matter but, for the remaining system the Small Gain Theorem is used to assure its stability [9] , [3] .
Traditional repetitive controllers are decomposed in two parts: the internal model and the stabilizing controller. Traditional internal model has a big relative degree that implies a great phase lag and a slow response time. This work proposes a new repetitive internal model which is discretetime passive (equivalently, it is Positive Real), so it has relative degree zero. This property implies a limited phase lag. In addition, the proposed internal model does not lose most of the relevant properties in the traditional internal model, so it can be used in a complete or odd-harmonic [6] structure.
As a consequence, it can be used to reject/follow periodic signals in discrete-time passive plants, or plants that can be passivized using feedback [13] , without worrying about the overall system closed-loop stability [14] . Additionally, in this work, the use of the proposed repetitive internal model to control a plant which is finite-frequency positive real (FFPR) [10] in the low frequency range is presented.
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II. PROPOSED INTERNAL MODEL

A. The Internal Model
The proposed internal model is defined by the following transfer function
where N ∈ N, k r ∈ R + , −1 ≤ α ≤ 1, −1 ≤ β ≤ 1 and H (z) is a low pass filter.
It can be shown that, for H (z) = 1, the poles of (1) are 1 [4] :
so they are uniformly distributed over a circumference of radius
The frequencies associated to the poles are
, so the poles are placed covering all the harmonic frequencies of the fundamental one, 2π N , in the frequency principal period [−π, π]. This pole placement is the same as the one obtained in the traditional internal model. In contrast to the traditional internal model, the proposed one has zeroes, for H (z) = 1, placed in:
so they are also uniformly distributed over a circumference of radius
. The effect of H (z) modifies the poles/zeroes position, trying to leave unchanged the poles/zeros inside the desired passband while reducing as much as possible the module of the poles/zeroes outside the desired band. Although ideally only the poles/zeroes module is designed to be modified, in practice a slightly displacement in the poles/zeroes frequencies is also introduced.
B. The Energetic Structure
Let (A, B, C, D) be the LTI discrete-time system
where
1 sign(x) equals 1 for x ≥ 0 and −1 for x < 0. 2 |α| < 1 is necessary to assure the stability of the repetitive cell. 
Definition 2 ((Q, S, R) − Dissipative [5] ): Dissipative systems with
with Q and R being symmetric matrices and S an appropriate size matrix, are regarded as (Q, S, R)−Dissipative systems. (1) is
Proposition 1: The internal model, (1), for H(z) = 1 for k r > 0, |α| ≤ 1, |β| ≤ 1 and αβ = 1 is (Q, S, R) − Dissipative so DTP.
Proof: Through direct inspection it is possible to see that:
where I d ∈ R N ×N stands for the identity matrix and:
Once the values of Q, S and R have been obtained the proof is finished. Note that Q < 0 and R < 0 in the interesting cases, so the system is DTP by direct inspection of (8) .
Definition 3 (Discrete Time Positive Real (DTPR)): Let G(z) be a square matrix of real rational functions. Then G(z) is called Discrete-Time Positive Real (DTPR) if it fulfills the following properties.
a) The entries of G(z) are analytic in | z |> 1. b) Every pole of G(z) on e jω , if any, is simple and the corresponding residue matrix is Hermitian positive semidefinite.
Remark 1: Is it important to remark that in linear systems DTPR is equivalent to DTP. The connection between both definitions is provided by the discrete-time KYP Lemma [8] .
Proof: The proof is organized in the following way, first of all it will be proved that the Nyquist plot of k r z N −β z N −α decomposes the complex plane in two connected regions, next it will be proven that the curves k r e j·ω·N −β e j·ω·N −α and k r e j·ω·N −βH(e j·ω )
e j·ω·N −αH(e j·ω ) have only one point in common and, finally, it will be shown that another point is in one of the partitions defined by the Nyquist plot of k r z N −β z N −α such that the curve is PR. This procedure, together with the assumption that the Nyquist plot of k r
is continuous, will The concrete topology will be analyzed in two different cases,
• In case |α| < 1, the Nyquist plot of G(e j·ω ) is a circumference of radius r = k r |α−β| 1−α 2 and center c = k r 1−βα 1−α 2 . In this case, the two partitions are the interior and exterior of this circumference.
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2) The Nyquist plot of k r
z N −α·H(z) have only one point in common which is the initial point z = 1(ω = 0). To prove this statement lets assume that another intersection exists, so the following equation should be fulfilled:
which implies e j·ω2N = e j·ω1N · H(e j·ω2 ). The only possible solution is for |H(e j·ω2 )| = 1, according to the hypothesis made on H(z) this is only feasible for ω 2 = 0. Note that if α = 1 this point is placed at ∞.
3) A point of G(z) different from the intersection point is inside one of the partitions. An interesting point is the last one z = −1 (ω = π). This point is k r
• In the case of |α| < 1 it is sufficient to prove that it is inside the circle described by k r e j·ω·N −β e j·ω·N −α . In order to fulfill this, it is necessary to fulfill :
which can be rewritten as
2 ) < 0 that it is always true for in the proposition conditions (|H(−1)| < 1).
• In the case |α| = 1. It is not difficult to prove that
So the Nyquist plot of k r z N −β·H(z)
z N −α·H(z) lies in the right half plane of the Nyquist plane. 4) G(z) is analytic in |z| > 1.
By applying the Small Gain Theorem it can be shown that G(z) stable ( marginally stable for |α| = 1). It has been proven that the Nyquist plot of G(z) lies in the right half plane of the Nyquist plane and that it is analytic for |z| > 1 so G(z) is DTPR and, then, DTP.
C. Frequency Response
This section details some geometric aspects of the frequency response (G(e j·ω ) = k r e j·ω·N −β e j·ω·N −α , ω ∈ [−π, π]) of the repetitive cell stated in equation (1) . Some of these characteristics can be useful to assess the performance of a closed-loop system by looking its contribution to the shape of open-loop transfer function.
The maximum and minimum gains of the repetitive cell G(z) are |G(e jω )| max = max{k 
In order to obtain the desired tracking/rejection performance in the closed-loop system the controller must contribute with high gain in the harmonic frequencies, the interesting cases among all the possible values of α and β are:
• 0 < α < 1 and −1 ≤ β < α • −1 < α < 0 and α < β ≤ 1 In both cases, the gain offered by the repetitive cell at the harmonic frequencies is greater than one, so it contributes to reduce the closed-loop sensitivity function magnitude at these frequencies.
When H(z) is introduced, the gain is reduced outside the bandwidth of H(z). Differently from the traditional internal model, the gain of the proposed internal model will tend to 1. Inside the bandwidth of H(z), the proposed internal model frequency response will be similar to one presented (for H(z) = 1), clearly the exact frequency response will depend on the exact H(z). It is well known that the closed-loop connection of two passive systems generates another passive system [14] . In this 45th IEEE CDC, San Diego, USA, Dec. [13] [14] [15] 2006 ThIP12.2
III. PROPOSED DESIGN PROCEDURE
Phase Margin
Gain Margin sense, the proposed repetitive block (C) can be connected to any discrete time passive plant 3 (P), see Fig. 1 , giving a discrete time passive closed-loop system. Besides this, the controller structure assures the desired tracking/attenuation performance, for example, any periodic reference applied in e 2 will be followed by y 1 with low or zero steady-state error.
Traditionally, repetitive controllers are introduced in a closed-loop system in a plug-in manner [9] , [3] , i.e. they are used to augment an existing controller. In this kind of connection the repetitive controller is placed in parallel with an unity gain block. Since this system is also passive this property is also preserved if the proposed internal model is used as the repetitive part. So, in Fig. 1 the controller C could be replaced by the repetitive block in parallel with an unity gain proportional system. Clearly, in this approach, the relation between β and the open-loop frequency response will undergo a slight change.
If the plant to be controlled, P, is DTP then the complete stability of scheme is proved by construction. Unfortunately, most discrete time plants are not DTP, especially does which come from a discretized in time continuous-time one (sampled-data system) even when they were passive in continuous time 4 . Unfortunately, conditions needed to passivize a plant imply being relative degree zero [13] so most discrete-time plants cannot be converted into DTP (DTPR) by means of a feedback controller.
In [11] the concept of finite-frequency positive real (FFPR) is introduced.
Definition 4: A transfer function G(z) is called FiniteFrequency Discrete-Time Positive Real (FFDTPR) with 3 Note that P may be any linear or nonlinear discrete-time passive plant. 4 Note that DTPR plant has zero relative degree while discretized plants using z-transform and a zoh have relative degree one.
bandwidth if it satisfies conditions a-c in definition 3 with |ω| < π replaced by |ω| < .
This concept is equivalent to passivity with respect to a certain class of input signals that do not induce fast variations on the states. In [11] it is argued that the FFPR condition it is a necessary condition in order to obtain good closed-loop performance.
It is important to remark that if two FFDTPR systems with bandwidth are connected in feedback (Fig. 1 ) the closed-loop system will also be FFDTPR with bandwidth if it is stable 5 . Unlike the DTPR case, in FFDTPR systems it is necessary to guarantee stability by other means. The stability analysis of this kind of system can be studied in the open-loop Nyquist plot, it is not difficult to see that if two FFDTPR systems with bandwidth are connected in series, the resultant system will have a phase in the interval [−π, π] rad, but the negative real axis will not be crossed in the range of frequencies [0, ] (Fig. 3 shows an example of the worst case Nyquist plot when connecting in feedback two FFDTPR systems with bandwidth ). For frequencies over the negative real axis may be crossed. In order to guarantee closed-loop stability, it is necessary that if the frequency response curve crosses the negative real axis it will take place to the right of -1+j0 point, i.e. the small gain theorem is applied in a range of frequencies [ , π]. This could be written in terms of asking the open-loop function to be bounded real in the complementary range of frequencies where the closed-loop transfer function is asked to be positive real.
Proposition 3: The system obtained when connecting two FFDTPR systems with bandwidth , P (z) and C(z), in feedback is stable if
Proof: Straightforward from previous comments. Remark 2: If one of the systems connected in feedback is DTPR, and the other is FFDTPR with bandwidth the same results apply.
The proposed design procedure is as follows:
1) Given the plant to be controlled, P (z), determine the system bandwidth ( ) in which the system is FFDTPR. This bandwidth will determine the closedloop bandwidth. When this bandwidth is not large enough for the desired performance, then P (z) can be combined in series or feedback with a controller which increases the original plant bandwidth. This procedure will define a new . It is also necessary that the plant (or the modified one ) has very low gain (at least, less than one) in the complementary range of frequencies where it is Positive Real. 2) It is necessary to design a low-pass filter, H(z), such 5 In this cases is a lower bound in which the positive realness property is fulfilled.
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where γ is defined in the following way:
in this definition, P (z) includes any series or feedback controller used to improve the original plant characteristics. In order to illustrate the proposed procedure a controller for a pulse-width modulated (PWM) DC-AC converter will be developed. Numerical data and models for this example are taken from [16] . The plant under control can be modelled by the following discrete-time transfer function:
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
As it can be seen in Fig. 5 this plant is FFDTPR with bandwith = 399Hz and γ = 0.43 . As it would be impossible to design a H(z) filter for this γ, a feedback controller will be introduced in order to improve this characteristic. A traditional feedback control which has been used for this system is the One Sampling Ahead Preview (OSAP) controller [15] (similar to a deadbeat controller). This controller, G c , transforms the complete system in a pure time delay. Although this controller would be interesting for our design, it is more convenient to transform the closed-loop system in a more generic transfer function such as :
for ρ = 0.2 this plant is FFDTPR with bandwith = 2.179kHz and γ = 1.22 (Fig. 5 ) which clearly are better characteristics than the original ones (other higher order transfer functions can be used if needed). Since now on transfer function G o plays the role of P (Fig. 4) .
As shown in Fig. 4 in this work it placed in series with P. In order to design the repetitive cell, in this work the following parameters will be used: α = −1 in order to obtain high performance only in odd-harmonics [6] , β = −0.5 in order to obtain a very selective system and k r will be used to fix a trade-off between robustness and time response [7] .
Finally, it is necessary to design the filter, H(z), in a proper way following condition 2 in the design procedure. As the internal model (1), must have a maximum gain γ it is necessary to obtain a adequate H(z) which make this possible. When H(z) is equal to a constant h the maximum gain value of the internal model is
Making this value equal to γ, it results possible to obtain:
So, as a consequence, h stands for the maximum gain the filter, H(z), may introduce in the range of frequencies , π T s . Applying the values of γ, α and β previously defined results h = 0.73. To obtain this attenuation a thirdorder null-phase FIR filter has been used (Fig. 6) .
In Fig. 7 , the open-loop transfer functions is shown. As it can be seen the system has large gain at desired frequencies so good tracking/rejection performances will be obtained at those frequencies.
Finally, the value of k r must be selected. Any value in the interval [0, 1] will make the system stable, while value of k r close to 1 will make the system faster and a lower value of k r will improve robustness. Fig. 8 shows the simulation results obtained when a 50Hz sinusoidal signal is referenced for a two values of k r , as expected in both cases the output track the desired reference.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A new repetitive internal model has been presented. Its main important characteristic is that it is a Discrete-Time Passive System, i.e. it is Discrete-Time Positive Real. This characteristic implies that the internal model does not introduce the usual huge phase lag of traditional repetitive internal models. Taking advantage of this characteristic the work proposes a new design procedure based on the fact that two FFPR real systems connected in feedback will preserve this property in case the closed-loop systems is stable.
The proposed design procedure allows to include the desired gain margin, while phase margin is assured by the controller and plant structure in the region of interest (where uncertainty is assumed to be low).
Although no constrains are placed on H(z), i.e. any low pass filter can be used. In repetitive control literature, zerophase FIR filters are usually used. A criterion to determine which is the best selection for H(z) in terms of order and system characteristics are currently under study.
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